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A

s we take part in the revolution of big data,
visualization has become an important mechanism for enabling human-in-the-loop data analytics and data-driven decision making. Since
visual representations of data and information greatly appeal to the fast cognitive facilities of the human brain, they
form a powerful interface to connect the human to the data
and any advanced machine-learning algorithms that could
be operating on them. This human–machine discourse is
commonly referred to as visual analytics.
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Data visualization begins with
the data that are transformed into a
graphical representation by a given
visualization method. At this point,
the rendered visualization is just an
image, which the human observer’s
perceptual and cognitive facilities
subsequently convert into insight.
But not all visualizations succeed
in this crucial latter task, and many
do not even entice a human to engage, that is, look and spend the
effort to study it. While the latter is not yet fully understood, it is related to aesthetics and graphic appeal.
Selecting the best visualization for a given data configuration and analytical goal is difficult. This might be
surprising to some and is one of the reasons that work
in this research area is so important. The visualization
design begins with deciding what basic chart is best
suited for the type (that is, categorical, numerical, temporal, string) and size (that is, number of columns and
rows) of the data at hand. The design then continues
with choosing the right set of colors, the appearance of
marks, graphical detail, aspect ratio, chart orientation,
and so on.
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There are two principal factors that amount of visualization design knowl- findings they generate from their own
govern the graphical design of a data edge and best practices that the au- (and other) empirical studies. These
visualization and promote a human’s thors use ef fectively. Another en- findings can then be captured as conunderstanding of the data and the abling techn ol o g y is Vega-L ite, a straints to construct, augment, or upin formation they represent, namely, ex- high-level grammar-for-visualization date a new or existing visualization
pressiveness and effectiveness. A visu- design that was developed in the au- recommender and validator system.
alization is expressive when it is able thors’ research laboratory and described
to communicate all information in the in a different set of articles. Vega-Lite
data; it is effective when it does so better maps data to properties of graphical
hese are undoubtedly exciting
marks, that is, points or bars, and an
than an alternative visualization.
times for data visualization
Since a mainstream user cannot be associated compiler then automatically
use and research. The emergexpected to possess the kind of exper- produces visualization components in- ing web-scale community databases
tise needed to design the most expres- cluding axes, legends, and scales.
of visualization designs are great ensive and effective chart
ablers in the quest to
for his or her data, auexpressively and effectomating this design
tively design visualizaThe ensuing democratization of insight has
task has been an active
tion of data and bring
area of research. In fact,
it to the mainstream
the propensity to propel both science
several research sysarena. The development
and society forward.
tems on this topic had
of Draco, and other sysalready emerged in the
tems that may emerge,
The Draco system, which is the empowers everyone to generate comlate 1980s. These were essentially
rule-based systems informed by con- subject of this article, uses answer-set pelling, yet truthful, visualizations
temporary fundamental research on programming in conjunction with a of data. They can then share this
visual information encoding. While weight-learning method to represent information with others, enabl i ng
effective, rule-based systems have the and apply the visualization design them to form their own opinion on
inherent limitations that the coding of knowledge gained through the afore- the substance of the data and the inrules is a tedious process and execut- mentioned empirical studies. The de- formation conveyed. The ensui ng
ing a rule-based system can be prone to sign knowledge is encoded as a set of democratization of insight has the
constraints used to design future visual propensity to propel both science and
combinatorial explosion.
The featured spotlight article is representations. Draco uses the an- society forward and lead to a better in“Formalizing Visualization Design swer-set solver to evaluate the set of con- formed world as a whole.
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The system is also notable in that
duced many user-rated visualization
designs and represent a considerable researchers can use Draco to encode
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